
Hi, my name is Kira
Here are the 3

rd
 set of Orion Star Grids ( in triangles, representing the pyramid ). They are Amplification

Grids, from the “Lords of Light” the Elohim, to aid our transmutations and to expedite both personal and
planetary transformation. Use as guided but also place them on the ‘ Hara ‘( your Power Centre, below the
navel and slightly to your right to enable the downloading of specific encodings for your Highest Good). They
will be especially attuned to your personal vibration. Go to https://frequencyandlighthealing.com

I. METAMORPHOSIS GRID
This grid raises the vibration of the Heart Centre, connecting us with our Divine Heart energy, through which we
are able to live and create at a Multi-dimensional level. It propels us forwards, expediting our evolution. Taking
us to the Sacred Inner Temple of Isis, it initiates us with Love and Wisdom, releasing our Divine gifts for use
in the service of Humanity.

II. DIVINE MOTHER GRID
This is a grid of nurturing, giving us a feeling of safety and warmth. It cocoons us in the Divine Mother’s love,
generating a sense of self-acceptance and self-love, promoting deep lasting feelings of inner security.

III. FILE GRID
This particular grid acts as a record keeper, giving us access to Universal records and files. These are mainly
Star System records, but it can also be used to access the Akashic Records.

IV. STARBURST GRID
The Starburst Grid is a multi-purpose grid which opens and amplifies our Star Chakras. It connects us with
more evolved star systems, such as the Pleiades and Sirius, and the Ashtar Command Centre.

V. RING GRID
The Ring Grid surrounds our Auric Field with bands of high frequency energy that charge up and accelerate our
electron particles. It can ultimately make us invisible to the 3

rd
 dimensional reality, and to time travel at will.

VI. TRUE LOVE GRID
Bringing Brotherhood/ Sisterhood energy to Humanity, it creates and expands Universal Love, Tolerance and
acceptance. This grid also helps us to open up to and perceive Angelic Beings

VII. SIGNPOST GRID
This grid points the way for our evolutionary path back to the Stars. It highlights things/ events in our lives that
are acting as synchronistic messages to us from the Universe. Using this grid will also tend to open us to even
more synchronistic messages that are guiding us to our Highest Good.

VIII. REMEMBRANCE GRID
The main purpose of this grid is to help us to remember exactly who and what we truly are, and to recall our
state of Being before we embarked upon this game of Duality. It helps us to remember that we are fully
empowered co-creators with God.

IX. CELESTIAL GRID
This grid harmonizes all our bodies with our Celestial Body ( Higher Self ). When our bodies are aligned with
our Celestial Body, great quantum changes are not only possible, but inevitable, and this grid provides that
alignment.

X. STAR CHORD GRID
This grid helps us to achieve a Star Frequency that enables us to resonate with the beautiful Universal Song
of Life. It fine tunes our personal frequency to it’s Divine Harmonic.

XI. AWARENESS GRID
The Awareness grid amplifies our conscious awareness of Divine Beings of Light and the Heavenly Host.
It enables us to discern the difference between the heavier astral vibrations ( entities ), and those of a lighter
nature, making it much easier for us to differentiate between Light and dark.

https://frequencyandlighthealing.com


XII. CELERON GRID
The Celeron Grid reorganizes our cellular structures, changing the growth patterns of our cells to align with a
new improved blueprint, for our Highest Good. It creates and installs advanced bio-chemical settings in order
to optimize cellular functioning.

XIII. MODIFICATION GRID
The primary function of the Modification Grid is to help us to make the necessary changes that will enable us to
become ‘ Divine Humans.’ In order to bring about this change, it works to create a new hologram of Being.

XIV. SYSTEMS GRID
Rebuilding, renewing, re-wiring, regenerating, establishing new neuro-electrons, this grid helps to establish all
higher dimensional circulatory systems ( 5

th
 and beyond). It provides endless possibilities and variables for

change by accessing the huge Star Database.

XV. UPSCALING GRID
This grid prepares and enables us to receive higher frequency signals, so that we become better channels and
more improved expressions of the ‘ Divine.’

XVI. TIMESPAN GRID
Building a bridge between worlds and dimensions, this grid gives us easier access to other dimensional
realities.

XVII. REGENERATION GRID
The function of this grid is to continually regenerate and upgrade our Being. It provides for quantum leaps in our
Evolution, and is a Master Healer.

XVIII. ACCELERATION GRID
The Acceleration Grid propels us forwards along different time lines, helping us to create a positive individual
and collective reality. It can be used with other grids in this set, and in the 4

th
 series as an extra boost.

XIX. WISH GRID
Helping to make manifest our dreams and wishes in accordance with the ‘ Divine Laws of Harmony ’, this grid
enables us to fulfill our desire for the Good.

XX. ENDURANCE GRID
This gives us the stability and endurance necessary to stay the ‘ Path of Enlightenment.’ It taps into the Divine
Centre within, in order to release the necessary ‘ courage ’ that will give us increased staying power during
difficult and stressful times.

XXI. CAPSULE GRID
The function of this grid is to prepare us for Metamorphosis. It is like the cocoon that the butterfly emerges
from, facilitating deep inner change.
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